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Abstract— Datasets of real-world applications are characterized
by entities of different types, which are defined by multiple
features and connected via varied types of relationships. A
critical challenge for these datasets is developing models and
computations to support flexible analysis, i.e., the ability to
compute varied types of analysis objectives in an efficient manner.
To address this problem, in this paper, we make a case
for modeling such complex data sets as multilayer networks (or
MLNs), and argue that MLNs provide a more informative model
than the currently popular simple and attribute graphs. Through
analyzing communities and hubs on homogeneous and heteroge-
neous MLNs, we demonstrate the flexibility of the chosen model.
We also show that compared to current analysis approaches, a
network decoupling-based analysis of MLNs is more efficient and
also preserves the structure and result semantics.
We use three diverse data sets to showcase the effectiveness
of modeling them as MLNs and analyzing them using the
decoupling-based approach. We use both homogeneous and
heterogeneous MLNs for modeling and community and hub
computations for analysis. The data sets are from US commercial
airlines and IMDb, a large international movie data set. Our
experimental analysis validate modeling, efficiency of computa-
tion, and versatility of the approach. Correctness of results are
verified using independently available ground truth. For the data
sets used, efficiency improvement is in the range of 64% to 98%.
Index Terms—Multilayer Networks, Community and Hub, Mod-
eling Using MLNs, Decoupling approach, Efficiency
I. INTRODUCTION
Real world datasets are composed of diverse types of entities,
that are defined by multiple features and interact through
varied and complex relationships. With technological advances
that allow us to gather increasing amounts of data, ”big data”
problems are not limited to the size of the data alone, but are
also defined by the increasing complexity of the data.
As an example, consider a dataset about a group of actors and
directors (these are the entities), each person has some data
associated with them, such as who they co-act with, which
genre they direct, etc. (these are termed features), actors and
directors can also be connected (termed relationships) if an
actor is directed by a director. Implicit relations can also be
inferred between two entities if they share similar features.
Challenges in Multi-Featured Data Analysis. A critical
question is how to efficiently model and analyze multi-featured
datasets that also involve relationships among entities. The
move from single feature and/or relationship to multiple fea-
tures and relationships leads to the following new challenges;
• Flexibility of Selecting Features. Analysis objectives on
multi-featured data may require information about a sub-
set of features. For example, given a dataset about actors,
movies in which they acted, and directors who directed
the movies (the IMDb dataset used in this paper), the
analysis can involve actors and their movie rating, or
other actors with whom they work, or movie-rating of
actors, or any combination of them. The challenge is to
allow for flexibility of selecting and combining features,
while at the same time avoiding loss of information or
redundancy of computations.
• Integrating Analysis of Different Types of Entities. In
addition to variations of the features, the datasets can
also contain entities of multiple types. For example, in
the IMDb dataset, although both actors and directors are
people, they are considered separate types of entities, as
they perform different kinds of jobs. The challenge is to
combine the analysis of these two sets, such as, relating
the clusters of actors with some characteristics (co-acting)
to clusters of directors with some characteristics (direct-
similar-genre).
To date, there have not been any generalized framework
(a model and computation on the same model) to address
these challenges. Most of the work in multi-featured data
analysis (see Section VII) are very focused either on a specific
application or a specific analysis technique. There is yet no
generalized framework that can capture the myriad necessities
of multi-featured data analysis. In view of these challenges,
our problem statement is as follows;
Problem Statement. For a given dataset with F features and
T entity types and a set of analysis objectives, develop an
framework that (i) generates an expressive model for the data
that preserves features and relationships, (ii) allows flexibility
of selecting different features, (iii) analysis that includes
multiple number of features and types of entities, and (iv)
enables efficient computation of various analysis objectives.
Overview of the Paper. Our main contribution in this paper
is to present one of the first generalized frameworks for multi-
featured, multi-entity datasets. We present a short survey and
comparison of the currently used techniques for modeling and
analyzing multi-featured data. We argue that modeling the data
using multilayer networks and then analyzing them using a
technique that we term network decoupling best addresses
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the challenges discussed earlier. We also demonstrate that
by combining these techniques our framework can handle
different datasets with multiple features and entity types as
well as varied analysis objectives.
Given below is a brief overview of the approaches to modeling,
analysis, mapping and computation, that form our framework.
Modeling: We posit that the model should be able to
represent different features of each entity individually or in
combination, as well as the relationships between entities.
Moreover, the model should also be able to accommodate
datasets with similar or dissimilar types of entities. In Sec-
tion III we compare the advantages and disadvantages of sev-
eral standard techniques for modeling of multi-featured, multi-
relational data, and show why multilayer networks (MLNs)
best fulfill these requirements.
Analysis: Many different analysis objectives can be ad-
dressed from the same dataset. Computing these objectives
requires combinations of different subsets of features or inte-
grating analysis of multiple types of entities. In Section IV we
present network decoupling method using which information
about each feature/entity type is analyzed separately and
then the results are combined. Network decoupling provides
flexibility of combining layers in multiple ways and also leads
to efficient computation.
Mapping: Modeling and analysis form the backbone
of interpreting information from the datasets. However, a
critical step is to translate real world objective into analysis
expressions. For multilayer networks, some of these definitions
are more complicated. In Section V we demonstrate with
examples how we use analysis objectives to model MLNs and
functions for network decoupling.
Validation: In Section VI, we evaluate our proposed
framework, from modeling to analysis to mapping by vali-
dating our results with orthogonal information that were not
present in the datasets. We also demonstrate the computational
efficiency of our network decoupling approach by comparing
the time with the standard network aggregation approach.
II. DATASETS AND DEFINITIONS
We present the datasets we have analyzed and an informal
description of some of the relevant terms used for the analysis.
A. Datasets Used
We select two datasets from two different application domains
to illustrate the general applicability of our framework. While
much larger datasets can be generated, we selected these
because reliable ground truth data from orthogonal sources
were available. The datasets are;
1. US-based Airlines: This is a dataset of six US-based
airlines and their flight connections among US cities. This
information has been collected by us from multiple sources
([2], [6], [3], [7], [4], [1]). Here all the entities are of the
same type, that is cities. Two cities are related if there is a
direct flight between them. The dataset is characterized by
single entity type (city). The multiple features are due to the
presence of multiple airlines.
Analysis Objectives. We aim to rank the top five cities,
for each carrier, that have the highest coverage, i.e. can
together reach the most number of cities (A1); classify the
airlines into major and minor carriers (A2); and predict which
city would be selected as its next hub for a carrier planning
to expand its coverage (A3).
2. Internet Movie Database (IMDb): The IMDb dataset is
publicly available and stores information about movies, TV
episodes, actor, directors, ratings and genres of the movies,
etc. [5]. Here the entities are of different types as they can
be actors, directors, movies, etc. The features can also differ
since actors can be connected if they co-acted or if they work
in movies of the same genre.
Analysis Objectives We aim to cluster groups of co-
actors who have worked in movies with high ratings (A4);
predict new groups of actors who have not worked together
before, but are likely to work together in future (A5); identify
groups of actors and directors who have close collaborations
(A6); refine the groups found in A6 further to identify actors
and directors who have strong collaboration and worked in
highly rated movies (A7).
We selected the analysis objectives to be quite varied. They
range from relatively easy analysis of finding coverage of in-
dividual airlines and clusters of co-actors to more complicated
predictions to the next planned hub of an airline and future
potential teaming of actors and directors.
B. Terminology
We present some important graph theory concepts that are
relevant to this paper.
A Network (or graph), G is an ordered pair (V,E), where V is
a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. An edge (v, u) is a 2-
element subset of the set V . The two vertices that form an edge
are said to be neighbors of each other. Here we consider graphs
that are undirected (the vertices in the edge are unordered).
Community Detection involves identifying groups of vertices
that are more connected to each other than to other vertices in
the network. This objective is achieved by optimizing network
parameters such as modularity [14] or conductance [29].
Centrality Metrics are used for measuring the importance of
vertices. They include degree centrality (number of neighbors),
closeness centrality (mean distance of the vertex from other
vertices), betweenness centrality (fraction of shortest paths
passing through the vertex), and eigenvector centrality (the
number of important neighbors of the vertex) [31]. In this
paper, we use degree and closeness centrality to quantify the
importance of vertices.
III. MODELING OF MULTI-FEATURED DATA
Multiple relationships among entities or similarity between
features of different entities can be concisely expressed as
networks. In recent years, network analysis has become a
very popular modeling tool for analyzing large datasets of
interacting entities. We discuss the different models by which
multi-featured data can be expressed as networks, and argue
why using multilayer networks would be the best choice.
A. Modeling Complex Data Sets
Single Graph or Monoplex: Here the dataset is represented
by a single network or graph. The vertices represent the entities
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and the edges represent the similarity between the features of
the their end points or the dyadic relationships between them.
Advantages. Modeling data as networks is very popular
because a single feature can be easily expressed as edges in a
graph. Moreover, due to extensive research in this area, there
exists several algorithms for analyzing them, such as detecting
cliques, communities, hubs, mining subgraphs, motifs etc.
Approximations and parallel algorithms for many of these
analysis objectives also exist.
Disadvantages. Single networks are, however, not ad-
equate in representing multiple features. Particularly, it is
difficult to combine features of different categories (e.g.,
numerical and categorical), in a meaningful way as one edge.
The problem increases when the entities are also of different
types. Moreover, when analyzing a subset of entities and/or
associated feature types, separate graphs may have to be
created for each such combination and analysis.
Attribute or Knowledge Graphs: The simple structure of the
networks can be expanded to attribute graphs. Here additional
features of the datasets can be represented by including node
types in terms of labels (even multiple labels) and multiple
edges, even self-loops, corresponding to relationships for dif-
ferent features
Advantages. Attribute graphs have been successfully
used in subgraph mining [15], querying [26], and search-
ing [25] over multi-entity types and multi-featured datasets.
By their structure, they capture more semantic information
than simple graphs, and can handle both multiple types of
features and entities.
Disadvantages. As algorithms for some key analysis
functions, such as community and hub detection are not yet
standardized (or available) for general attribute graphs, they
need to be converted to monoplexes for analysis. Although
different features can be stored in the graph, for every subset
of features, the analysis has to be done separately. This process
can lead to redundancy of computations, particularly when the
subsets have large overlaps.
Tensors: The adjacency matrix representation of single net-
works can be extended to tensors for multilayer networks.
A dataset of V entities and F features/relationships, can be
represented as a tensor, A, of dimensions (V × F) × (V × F).
The entry Aiajb gives the connection between vertex i in layer
a and vertex j in layer b of the tensor A.
Advantages. Many network features such as centrality,
community using modularity maximization, clustering coeffi-
cients can be defined and computed as tensor operations [17].
Tensor operations are generally easier than graph based oper-
ations to optimize and parallelize for large datasets.
Disadvantages. As with the other models, tensors also do
not allow for flexible composition of different features, except
by analyzing each combination separately. Moreover, tensors
are generally used for modeling datasets of one single type of
entities and therefore are typically not applied to datasets with
multiple types of entities.
B. Modeling as Multilayer Networks
Given the pros and cons of these different options, we pro-
pose modeling multi-featured, multi-entity type datasets, as
multilayer networks (MLNs). Informally, MLNs are layers of
single graphs (or monoplexes)1. Each layer, typically, captures
the semantics of one particular feature. As in a monoplex, the
vertices of the graph represent the entities of the dataset and
the edges represent similarity between the feature values or
the dyadic relationship between the end point vertices. The
vertices of two layers can also be connected. To differentiate,
we term the edges within a layer as intra-layer edges and the
edges across the layers as inter-layer edges.
There exists, primarily, two types of multilayer networks –
homogeneous and heterogeneous. If each layer of a MLN has
the same set of entities of the same type, it is termed a
homogeneous MLN (or HoMLN.) For a HoMLN, intra-layer
edges are shown explicitly and inter-layer edges are not shown,
as they are implicit. US-Airlines is a data set that can be
modeled using HoMLN. The nodes in each layer are the same
(cities) and each layer can represent a different airline. Within
a layer, two nodes (cities) are connected if there is a direct
flight between them. Figure 1 (a) shows the HoMLN example
for the Airline data set.
When the set and types of entities are different across
layers,then the MLN is termed as a homogeneous multilayer
network(HeMLN). The IMDb dataset can be modeled as a
heterogeneous multilayer network. Each layer has a different
entity type as its nodes (e.g., actors, directors, and movies).
The graph of a layer is defined with respect to the chosen
features and entity types.
In this case of HeMLNs, the inter-layer links are defined
explicitly based on feature semantics that corresponds to
an edge (e.g., directs-actor, directs-movie, acts-in-a-movie).
Figure 1 (b) shows an example from the IMDb data set.
Further note that whether a data set is modeled as HoMLN or
HeMLN depends on the objectives being analyzed. Our choice
of IMDb dataset demonstrates this. For example, computation
of objectives A4 and A5 can be done using a HoMLN whereas
objectives A6 and A7 need a HeMLN.
Advantages. Compared to the other options, multilayer
networks is a more natural and elegant choice for modeling
datasets with multiple entities, features, and relationships. In
MLNs each feature is separately modeled per layer and thus
this model can support both heterogeneous and homogeneous
datasets. MLN is also better suited form an information
content viewpoint and its visualization. Incremental changes to
each feature or relationship, as modelled by addition/deletion
or vertices and edges can be easily included without exten-
sive re-modeling of the already created MLN. Unlike most
approaches there is no need to convert a MLN representation
to another one (simple or attributed) for analysis when the
decoupling approach, discussed in Section IV, is used.
1The terminology used for variants of multilayer networks varies drasti-
cally in the literature and many a times is not even consistent with one another.
For clarification, please refer to [28] which provides an excellent comparison
of terminology used in the literature, their differences, and usages clearly.
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Fig. 1: Homogenenous and Heterogenenous MLNs
Challenges: Having argued for a MLN for modeling,
the primary challenge is to preserve the MLN structure during
analysis, thereby preserving both structure and semantics. If
this can be done, further drilling-down of data can be easily
accomplished (as shown in Section VI.). We address this
challenge by applying network decoupling.
IV. ANALYSIS OF MULTILAYER NETWORKS (MLNS)
We give a brief overview of the current techniques to analyze
MLN and discuss how our proposed network decoupling
approach improves over the traditional methods.
A. Current Approaches for Analyzing MLNs
The current approach to analyzing multilayer networks [11],
[28] is to map the networks to an equivalent single graph form.
However, through this process, many of the information in the
multilayer graphs can be lost.
There are two major techniques for converting a MLN into
a single layer network. The first, used for homogenenous
networks, is to aggregate the edges of the multilayer network.
Specifically, given two vertices v and u, the edges between
them in each layer are aggregated to form a single aggregated
edge. This process is repeated for all the vertex pairs. Some
typical aggregation functions are Boolean AND (intersection),
OR (union) or linear functions when the edges are weighted.
An example, from homogeneous networks, would be aggre-
gating routes of different airplane carriers [13].
For heterogeneous networks, aggregation is performed in two
ways. The first is type independent [21], that is ignore the
varying types of the entities, and thus basically treat it as
a homogenenous network with a subset of vertices in each
layer. The second method is projection-based [9], [39]. Here,
if two vertices in a layer are connected to a common vertex
in another layer, then an edge can be inferred between them.
Such “projections” of one layer into another layer, can produce
different sets of inferred edges, and then these edge sets
are aggregated. An example is connecting drugs that act on
common proteins [9].
Another method, used for heterogenenous networks, is to
transform the multilayer network into an attribute graph,
where the vertices and edges are labeled based on their types.
This graph is analyzed to find specified subgraphs, such as
patterns of authors, papers and venues [39] or vulnerabilities
in infrastructure networks [8].
Issues. The single network approach has the advantage that
many analysis algorithms for community and hub detection are
available (e.g., Infomap [12], Louvain [10] being prominent
ones for community detection). However, the aggregation
approaches do not preserve either the structure or semantics
of MLNs as they aggregate layers. Importantly, aggregation
approaches are likely to result in some information loss or
distortion of properties [28] or hide the effect of different
entity types and/or different intra- or inter-layer relationship
combinations as elaborated in [18].
In cases, where the multilayer network is converted to an
attribute graph, the choice of aggregate computations (e.g.,
community, hub) is limited or may not exist. Some approaches
use the multilayer network as a whole [40] and use inter-layer
edges, but do not preserve the layer semantics completely.
B. Proposed Network Decoupling Approach
Network decoupling is a method by which MLNs can be
analyzed without being transformed to the single network
form. The decoupling approach preserves the structure and
semantics of the layers as part of the rsult computation, and
at the same time can take advantage of the existing algorithms
for single layer networks.
The network decoupling approach as proposed by us in [32],
[33], [34] is the equivalent of “divide and conquer” for MLNs.
This is illustrated in Figure 2 and is applied as follows, for a
given analysis function Ψ and composition function, Θ:
• (i) First use the analysis function Ψ to find analyze each
layer of the network individually.
• (ii) Second, for any two chosen layers, apply a composi-
tion function Θ to compose the partial results from each
layer to generate intermediate or composed partial results.
• (iii) Finally, apply the composition process until results
from all the layers are included.
Network decoupling has advantages over the traditional aggre-
gation methods. By using the aggregation approach, informa-
tion pertaining to the individual layers is lost and it is difficult
to measure their relative importance to the system as a whole.
In contrast, network decoupling retains the semantic informa-
tion of each layer and therefore their individual importance
and contribution can be measured.
The ”divide and conquer” approach also facilitates the mix
and match of the features and relationships. In the aggregation
approach, each time a subset of features is selected, the anal-
ysis has to be recomputed, even when the subsets might have
overlaps. This leads to redundant computations. Using network
decoupling most of the redundant analysis are avoided, since
each layer, corresponding to a particular feature is analyzed
separately, and then combined.
Challenges. Network decoupling has been proposed for both
HoMLN [32], [33] and HeMLN [34]. Moreover, the success of
this approach is dependent on correctly matching the analysis
function, Ψ, with composition function, Θ. In the next section,
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Fig. 2: Network Decoupling for MLN Analysis
using our datasets we will show how we can apply network
decoupling to both HoMLN and HeMLN, as well as examples
on selecting Ψ and Θ functions.
V. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF DATASETS
In this section we illustrate how we model the test datasets
as networks, map the analysis objectives and use network
decoupling to perform the computation.
A. Analysis-Driven MLN Modeling
As indicated earlier, the choice of modeling datasets as
HoMLN or HeMLN depends both on the type of entities in the
dataset as well as the analysis objectives. If the relationship
between entities are not explicitly needed, we formulate and
define the similarity between features and thresholds values of
similarities based on which edges can be added.
Below, we show how the identified data sets and analysis
objectives discussed in Section I are used for creating MLNs.
To recap, the analysis objectives are;
• US Airlines
– A1: rank the top five cities, for each carrier, that have
the highest coverage
– A2: Classify the airlines into major and minor carriers
– A3: Predict which city would be selected as its next
hub for a carrier planning to expand its coverage.
• IMDb Dataset–Actor Collaborations
– A4: Cluster groups of co- actors who have worked in
movies with high ratings
– A5: predict new groups of actors who have not worked
together before, but are likely to work together in future
• IMDb Dataset–Actor-Director Collaborations
– A6: Identify groups of actors and directors who have
close collaborations
– A7: identify actors and directors who have strong
collaboration and worked in highly rated movies
Modeling of US Airline as HoMLN. Modeling the US airline
dataset is relatively straight forward, since both the nodes and
the edges between them are explicitly defined. We model each
layer to correspond to a specific airline. We have selected 6
airlines (layers) for analysis – American, Southwest, Spirit,
Delta, Allegiant, and Frontier. Each node in a layer represents
a US city. The same set of cities are taken for each airline. Two
cities are connected if there is a direct flight between them. In
Table I we give the number of nodes and the number of edges
per layer. This MLN is a homogeneous multilayer network,
since each layer contains exactly the same set of nodes.
#Nodes #Edges
American 270 746
Southwest 270 717
Delta 270 688
Frontier 270 346
Spirit 270 189
Allegient 270 379
TABLE I: US Airline HoMLN Statistics
Modeling of IMDb as HoMLN. For the IMDb network, both
types of MLNs will be needed based on different analysis
objectives. The analysis objectives (A4) and (A5) are based
on finding clusters of actors, who have either worked together
or work in the same genre or work in popular or highly rated
movies. Thus the entity set would be the same (set of actors),
but the actors would be connected using different features in
different layers. Therefore the corresponding MLN would be
a homogeneous MLN.
The first layer is the co-acting layer. Here, two nodes (actors)
are connected, if they have co-acted in at least one movie. In
this layer, the edges are explicitly defined.
The second layer is the genre layer. Here two nodes are
connected if the actors worked in the same genre. The feature
”genre” is a categorical variable, since genres can only take
fixed and limited number of values, such as ”drama”, ”action”,
”comedy”, etc. Also note that an actor can act in multiple
instances of the same genre – i.e. in 3 action movies, 1
comedy movie, etc. If we connect actors based on whether
they have ever acted in a common genre, the model may not
be accurate. For example, a primarily action movie actor, such
as Schwarzenegger, could have acted in one or two comedies.
Inspired by how gene correlation networks are modeled from
micro-array data, we evaluate the similarities with respect to
genres as follows. For every actor we generate a vector with
the number of movies for each genre. We then compute the
Pearsons’ Correlation Coefficient between the corresponding
genre vectors for each pair of actors. Two actors are connected
if the coefficient value is at least 0.92.
The third layer is the average ratings layer. This layer models
the popularity of the actors based on the ratings of the movies
in which they have acted. Two actors are connected if they
acted in movies of similar ratings. The movie ratings are given
from 0 to 10. Note, however, when we take the average of
the ratings, the values become real numbers. To evaluate the
similarity we created 10 ranges - [0-1), [1-2), ..., [9-10]. Two
actors are connected if their average ratings fall in the same
range. Table II gives the details about the three layers.
Modeling of IMDb as HeMLN. The remaining two analysis
objectives on the IMDb dataset, (A6) and (A7), relate to
connecting directors, actors, and movie ratings. In this case,
we need the relationships between these three types of entities
2The choice of the coefficient reflects relationship quality. The choice of
this value can be based on how actors are weighted against the genres. We
have chosen 0.9 for connecting actors in their top genres.
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Co-Acting Genre AvgRating
#Nodes 9485 9485 9485
#Edges 45,581 996,527 13,945,912
#Communities 2246 63 8
Avg. Community Size 4.2 148.5 1185.6
TABLE II: IMDB HoMLN Statistics
and a separate network layer has to be created for each. Thus,
this network is a heterogeneous MLN.
In the actor layer, the nodes are actors and two actors are
connected if they act in similar genres. In the director layer,
the nodes are directors and two directors are connected if
they direct similar genres. The similarity between genres is
computed as in the HoMLN case. In the movie layer, two
movies are connected if they have similar ratings, as per the
ranges of the rating values given for the HoMLN network.
Since this is a heterogeneous network, there will also be inter-
layer edges. A node from the actor layer is connected to
a node from the director layer if the director directed the
actor (directs-actor relation). A node from the actor layer
is connected to a node from the movie layer if the actor
acted in the movie (acts-in-movie relation). A node from the
movie layer is connected to a node from the director layer
if the director directed the movie (directs-movie relation).
Information about the layers is given in Table III.
Actor Director Movie
#Nodes 9485 4510 7951
#Edges 996,527 250,845 8,777,618
#Communities 63 61 9
Avg. Community Size 148.5 73 883.4
Actor-Director Edges 32033
Actor-Movie Edges 31422
Director-Movie Edges 8581
TABLE III: IMDB HeMLN Statistics. Top Table: statistics of
each layer. Bottom Table: inter-layer edges across layers.
Anal-
ysis
Mapping
Computation Order Ψ Θ
US Airline (HoMLN)
A1 Individual layers Hub (closeness) none
A2 p major airline layers; q
minor airline layers
Hub (degree) >
A3 (Target Θ Competitor)
airline layer pair
Hub (closeness) AND
IMDb (HoMLN)
A4 Co-Acting Θ AvgRating Community (Louvain) AND
A5 NOT(Co-Acting) Θ
Genre Θ AvgRating
Community (Louvain) AND
IMDb (HeMLN) : A (Actors), D (Directors), M (Movies)
A6 A Θ D Community (Louvain) MWBM
A7 A Θ M Θ D Θ A Community (Louvain) MWBM
TABLE IV: MLN Expression for Each Analysis Objective
B. Network Decoupling on MLNs.
We describe how network decoupling is applied to the MLNs
to compute the objectives. The challenge in successfully
applying network decoupling is to match the analysis function,
Ψ and the composition function, Θ.
Table IV gives the mapping of each analysis question (A1) to
(A7) to their actual computation specification (in left to right
order), analysis function (Ψ) and composition function (Θ).
Given below is how we determined these functions.
US Airline Analysis: For analysis (A1), our goal is to rank the
top five cities for each carrier for coverage. We use closeness
centrality to measure the coverage of the airlines, since lower
closeness centrality value means lower the average distance
between the cities.
Analysis (A2) can be based on the number of connections or
more pertinently on the hubs such as degree and closeness
centrality. All the three metrics are suitable. We have chosen
degree centrality in this case.
Analysis (A3) is the most complicated since it requires pre-
diction of future hubs. Here we have to select cities that are
not hubs for the airline under consideration and then, compare
it with hubs of the other airlines to avoid them. Here too the
analysis is done using closeness centrality. We first compute
the closeness or degree, individually in each layer. Thus the
Ψ function is closeness and degree centrality.
The second part of the decoupling process is to combine
the results. (A1) computation is with respect to an individual
layer and does not require any combination. (A2) compares
the values across layers. So the composition function Θ is the
greater than (>) operation. For (A3), we compare the set of
non-hubs, but high closeness centrality vertices, of the carrier
to be expanded, with the set of hubs of the competing carriers.
Here we can perform an AND operation on the sets to find
the common hubs. We discard the common hubs, because they
are already the base of the competing carriers.
IMDb HoMLN Analysis: The analysis objective (A4) is to find
co-actors who have acted in movies with high ratings. By
using network decoupling, we first find communities in the co-
actor and average ratings layer individually. Thus community
detection is the analysis function, Ψ. We then combine the
resultant communities using the composition function AND
to obtain groups of actors who have both co-acted together
and in high rated movies.
The analysis objective (A5) is to find actors who have not
acted together but act in the same genre and in movies of
similar ratings – which increases their possibility of acting
together in future. We apply the NOT operation on the co-actor
layer to find the complement graph of actors who have never
acted together. In the first step of network decoupling, we take
communities from each of the three layers; the complement
of the co-actor layer, the genre layer and the average ratings
layer. We then combine the resultant communities using the
composition function AND to find groups of actors who have a
high chance of acting together in future. Since we had already
computed communities of the average ratings layer as part of
(A4), we need not recompute these again. This highlights a
benefit of network decoupling.
IMDb HeMLN Analysis: For the objectives related to this
MLN we have to find the communities of actors and directors
(objective (A6)) and communities of actors, directors and
movies (objective (A7)) in the individual networks. Thus the
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analysis function is again community detection. Since we had
already computed the communities of actors and directors as
part of (A6), we need not recompute them in (A7).
Finding the connections between the communities is challeng-
ing since the entities are of different types. Each community
is considered to be a meta-node. Two meta-nodes in two
different layer are connected if there is at least one intra-edge
between them. The weight of the edges (meta-edges) between
the meta-nodes is given by the number of intra-edges between
them. This construction creates a bipartite graph. These meta
nodes (communities) in the bipartite graph are paired using
the composition function (Θ) Maximum Weighted Bipartite
Matching (MWBM) as proposed by Jack Edmonds [22].
Communities in MLNs. Using the IMDb dataset, we showed
two examples of community detection in MLNs. For composi-
tion of HoMLNs, with unweighted edges, we can use Boolean
AND, OR, and unary NOT. Once we obtain the communities
from each layer we combine the communities with the corre-
sponding Boolean operation similar to the algorithm in [32].
For HeMLNs, we use a structure-preserving HeMLN commu-
nity detection from [34] that takes into account the combined
effect of layer communities, entity types, intra- and inter-layer
relationships (types). A community bipartite graph is built with
the communities from individual layers, as discussed above,
and then matched to reflect the semantics of communities.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We compute the results for each detailed objective using the
expressions shown in Table IV and compare it, where possible,
with independently available ground truth. This helps validate
both the modeling and analysis aspects of the approach
proposed. We will also present results to highlight the effi-
ciency of the decoupling approach. Structure- and semantics-
preserving aspects of the decoupling approach allows us to
drill down and show detailed experimental results.
A. US Airline Analysis Results
We now discuss the analysis results for the US airlines.
A1: Rank the top five cities for each carrier, that have the
highest coverage. For this analysis we computed the closeness
centrality for each layer. We ranked the cities in each layer
according to their closeness centrality value.
Top 5 hubs (higher rank, fewer flights required for coverage,
more central city)) were identified for each airline. For all
6 airlines, the ground truth obtained from [20] matched our
results. In Table V we have listed top 5 hubs for 4 airlines. As
a byproduct, it is interesting to see common hubs (highlighted)
between airlines which is also verified by the ground truth.
American
Dallas
Chicago
Charlotte
Philadelphia
Phoenix
(a)
Southwest
Chicago
Denver
Baltimore
Dallas
Las Vegas
(b)
Frontier
Denver
Orlando
Austin
Las Vegas
Philadelphia
(c)
Spirit
Fort Lauderdale
Las Vegas
Orlando
Detroit
Chicago
(d)
TABLE V: (A1)Cities With Maximum US Travel Coverage
A2: Classify airlines into major and minor carriers. There
are several ways that this classification can be done. By simply
looking at the edges in each layer, we can see the number
of flights – larger carriers will have more edges, hence more
flights. A more pertinent classification is via computing the
average degree. The more the average degree of a layer, more
the connectivity of the corresponding airline.
The average degree for each airlines, given in the parenthesis,
is as follows; American (0.2622), Southwest (0.04995), Delta
(0.2552), Frontier (0.0384), Spirit (0.009995) and Allegiant
(0.0701). Ordering each airline (layer) by their average degree
shows a clear division of American, Southwest and Delta
as Major Airlines; Allegiant, Frontier and Spirit as Minor
Airlines. This division also holds when we consider only the
edges in each layer.
This classification can be easily validated using orthogonal
data on fleet size, revenue and passengers carried in a year
from [23]. We also identified the common important operating
bases, that is, cities with higher than average degree criteria
for both major and minor airlines. We found that, in general
most of such cities for minor airlines (Tampa, Orlando, Fort
Lauderdale, Cleveland, ...) are smaller cities in terms of
population and GDP per capita as compared to the hubs of
major airline (Dallas, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, ...).
Thus our results show that major and minor airlines focus on
different types of regions and demographics within the US.
A3: Predict next hub for a carrier. We chose Allegiant as
the target minor airline which is considering expansion. The
remaining airlines are chosen as competitors. Intuitively, the
cities must be considered for expansion that are a) not yet
a hub, b) have high coverage, i.e. high values of closeness
centrality, this helps to reduce cost of expansion and c) do
not have large operations, i.e. low closeness centrality, for the
competitor airlines, this helps to minimize competition. From
the high closeness centrality cities of the target airline, we
removed the actual hubs first, followed by all those cities that
are also high closeness in each of the competitor airlines. We
then ranked this set of cities based on their high population.
Allegiant Vs. All
Grand Rapids
Elko
Montrose
TABLE VI: A3:
List of cities
where Allegiant is
likely to create its
next hub.
Table VI shows the resulting set of cities
where Allegiant Airline can potentially
expand its operations. We validate our
result by the fact that Grand Rapids has
been converted to a hub by Allegiant as
of July 6, 2019 [16].
B. IMDb HoMLN Analysis Results
To create this dataset we selected the top
500 actors, we then extracted the movies
they have worked in (7500+ movies with
4500+ directors). The actor set was re-
populated with the co-actors from these movies, giving a total
of 9000+ actors. We used the Louvain method ([10]) to detect
the layer-wise communities (partial results.)
Around 44% actors (mostly world renowned) had an average
movie rating in the range [6-7) making it the most popular
IMDb rating class, while only 1.8% actors have the highest
average rating in the range [9-10]. On the other hand, the
largest co-acting and similar genre groups had 15.6% and
15.3% actors, respectively.
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A4: Find co-actors who have acted in similarly rated
movies. 2430 actor groups with similar average ratings were
detected in which most of the actor pairs have worked with
each other. Few observations on the results:
• For the most popular average actor rating, [6-7), the
largest co-actor groups were from Hollywood (876 ac-
tors), Indian (44 actors), Hong Kong (12 actors) and
Spanish (9 actors) movies.
• Among the Hollywood movie based groups, the top group
included co-actors Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, and Will
Smith. Pacino and De Niro acted together in famous
movies like Heat and Godfather Part II. Interestingly, co-
actors from less known movies, such as Smith and De
Niro, in Shark Tale also come up.
• Famous Bollywood stars like Amitabh Bachchan, Shah
Rukh Khan belonged to largest top rated Indian group.
They acted together in many highly rated bollywood
movies.
• Jackie Chan (along with other lesser known actors) was
among the prominent actors from the co-actor group from
Hong Kong.
A5: Find actors who have worked in the same genre, but
have not acted together. We detected 900 groups of actors
with similar genre preferences and average rating but most
of whom have not worked together. Table VII shows a few
recognizable actors who have not acted together. Out of these,
as per reports in 2017, there had been talks of casting Johnny
Depp and Tom Cruise in pivotal roles in Universal Studios’
cinematic universe titled Dark Universe [37].
Actors/Actresses Common Prominent
Genres
Willem Dafoe, Russell Crowe Action, Crime
Hilary Swank, Kate Winslet Drama
Tom Hanks, Reese Witherspoon, Cameron Diaz Comedy, Romance
Johnny Depp, Tom Cruise Adventure, Action
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ryan Gosling Crime, Romance
Nicolas Cage, Antonio Banderas Action, Thriller
Hugh Grant, Kate Hudson, Emma Stone Comedy, Romance
TABLE VII: (A6): Highly rated genre actors who have not
co-acted
C. IMDb HeMLN Analysis Results
For the same set of 7500+ movies used above, a HeMLN was
built with an actor layer (9000+ actors), director layer (4500+
directors) and a movie layer. Louvain algorithm generated 63
Actor (A) and 61 Director (D) communities based on similar
genres. Out of the 10 ranges (communities) in the movie (M)
layer, most of the movies received a rating in the range [6-7),
while least popular rating was [1-2).
A6: Find groups of actors and directors who collaborate
together. 49 A-D (Actor-Director) similar genre-based com-
munity pairs are obtained, where most actor-director pairs have
interacted with each other at least once. Intuitively, a group
of actors that prominently works in some genre (say, Drama,
Action, Romance, ...) must pair up with the group of directors
who primarily make movies in the same genre.
In Fig.3 (a) we have shown A-D community pairings for
the Romance and Comedy genres. Few famous actors and
directors from each community have been listed. Such pairings
may help production houses to sign up actors and directors for
different movie genres. Recently, Vin Diesel signed up for
Avatar 2 and 3 (Action movie) which is being directed
by James Cameroon and this will be the first time they
will be collaborating [38]. Interestingly, even though they did
not work together ever, we paired them together in the groups
that corresponded to the Action genre on the basis of high
interaction among other similar actors and directors 3.
A7: Find groups of actors and directors who collaborate
together in highly rated movies. When finding the commu-
nities across three layers, using the expression in Table IV, we
first tried to combine results each of two layers with that of
a common layer. Figure 3 (b) shows the results of one such
combination, where actors (community A144) and directors
(community D91) is paired with movies (community M3).
However, we see that most popular actor and director groups
for [6-7) movie rating (represented by M3) do not have many
interactions. Even though few actor-director pairs from these
two have collaborated on a few movies, it can be seen from
Figure 3 (a) that D91 (community id in layer D) pairs (has
maximum interaction) with A94, thus validating the absence
of pairing between D91 and A144 in this result.
This result motivated us to couple the results of the three
layers. Here the interactions between actors and movie com-
munities are calculated, then interactions between movie and
director communities are calculated and finally interactions
between directors and actors are calculated. Only the commu-
nities for which the coupled paths (actor-movie-director-actor)
are obtained are retained as results.
Only one HeMLN community shown in Figure 3(c) was
obtained, which was not an extension of the previous result.
This shows the capability of the HeMLN community detection
to identify communities that strongly interact cyclically in
all 3 layers. As the drill-down of Figure 3 (c) indicates, both
the popular groups for [7-8) movie rating are from Drama
genre and many of these actor-director pairs have collaborated
on many movies, such as Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Winslet
with Sam Mendes for Revolutionary Road, Sean Penn with
Gus Van Sant for Milk and so on. Thus, the popular groups
A175 and D106 have been paired with each other.
D. Efficiency Analysis of the Decoupling Approach
Experimental Set up. We used a quad-core 8th generation
Intel i7 processor Linux machine with 8 GB memory. The
layer-wise results (communities or hubs) are generated once
and can be done in parallel. Thus, this one time cost is
bounded by the layer that takes maximum time. Moreover,
the cost of composing the partial results using Boolean AND
(HoMLN Hubs and Communities) or Maximum Weighted
Bipartite Matching (HeMLN communities) is significantly less
than recomputing over the combined MLN layers.
3This pairing is not shown in the Fig.3 due to space constraints
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Fig. 3: Sample community match results for IMDb AMD HeMLN Analysis
For HoMLN analysis, we compare the total computational cost
of the decoupling approach and the traditional single graph
approach which includes the time to generate the combined
layer followed by generating the degree/closeness hubs or
communities. For HeMLN, we show how the incremental cost
of generating the community pairings is minimal.
Fig. 4: Efficiency of Decoupling Approach for MLN analysis
IMDb HoMLN Analysis Cost: Two Boolean AND composi-
tions are required as per Table IV to generate communities.
Here the one time cost for finding the layer-wise communities
is bound by the AvgRating layer (densest layer in Table II).
Overall, 64% reduction in computation time is observed
with the decoupling approach (228.865 seconds) as compared
to single graph approach (636.45 seconds) as in Figure 4 (a).
US Airline analysis which is also a HoMLN ( hub composition
instead of community composition) showed a reduction of
33.6% in computation time.
IMDb ADM Analysis Cost: Figure 4 (b) shows the execution
time for the one-time cost of analyzing each layer, and iterative
composition costs for A7 - the most complex HeMLN com-
munity we have computed which uses 3 iterations of pairings.
The difference in one-time cost for the 3 layers matches their
edge density, as given in Table III. Iteration cost includes (i)
creating the bipartite graph with the layer-communities that are
part of the result , (ii) computing meta edge weights, and (iii)
cost of computing MWBM. The iterative cost is insignificant
as compared to the one time cost (by an order of magnitude.)
Even the cost of all iterations together (0.2582 sec) is still
almost an order of magnitude less than the largest one-time
cost (3.173 sec for Movie layer.) The incremental cost for
computing a community in HeMLNs is extremely small.
VII. RELATED WORK
We present related work for analyzing homogeneous and het-
erogeneous MLNs based on community and hub identification.
Analysis of HoMLNs: Community detection algorithms have
been extended to HoMLNs for identifying groups of tightly
knit nodes based on different feature combinations (see re-
views [27], [24]). Algorithms based on matrix factorization,
cluster expansion, Bayesian probabilistic models, regression,
and spectral optimization of the modularity function based
on the supra-adjacency representation have been developed.
Further, some methods have been developed to determine
centrality measures to identify highly influential entities as
well [19], [36], [41]. However, all these approaches analyze a
MLN by reducing it to a simple graph either by aggregating all
(or a subset of) layers or by considering the entire multiplex
as a whole, thus leading to loss of semantics as the entity and
feature type information is lost.
Recently, our group has proposed decoupling-based ap-
proaches for detecting communities [32] and centrality [33] in
HoMLN, where partial analysis results from individual layers
are combined systematically in a loss-less manner to compute
communities or centrality hubs for combinations of layers.
Due to the ”divide and conquer” approach of decoupling, this
method is more efficient as it avoids re-computation of layer
communities and also provides flexibility of analysis.
Analysis of HeMLNs: Majority of the work on analyzing
HeMLN (reviewed in [35], [39]) focuses on developing meta-
path based techniques for determining the classification of
objects, predicting the missing links, ranking and recommen-
dations. A few existing works have proposed techniques for
generating clusters of entities [30]. However, most of these
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methods concentrate mainly on the inter-layer edges and not
the networks themselves. Moreover, the existing approaches
(type-independent [21] and projection [9]) do not preserve the
structure or types and labels of nodes and edges. The type
independent approach collapses all layers into a single graph
keeping all nodes and edges (including inter-layer edges) sans
their types and labels. Similarly, the projection-based approach
projects the nodes of one layer onto another layer and uses the
layer neighbor and inter-layer edges to collapse the two layers
into a single graph with a single entity type instead of two.
In this paper, for the HoMLN community and hub detection,
we use the algorithms in [32], [33]. For HeMLN, we use a
structure-preserving HeMLN community detection that takes
into account the combined effect of layer communities, entity
types, intra- and inter-layer relationships (types) as in [34].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have argued for using MLNs for modeling as well as
structure- and semantics-preserving analysis using the decou-
pling approach. We believe that the diffidence in using MLNs
comes from lack of composition algorithms as compared to
other modeling alternatives. We have used recent work on ef-
ficient community and hub composition approaches for MLNs.
We have applied it on two data sets to cover different types of
complex data to demonstrate its versatility of analysis as well
as computational efficiency using the decoupling approach.
In future we aim to extend this framework for other computa-
tions, such as subgraph mining and link prediction, on HoMLN
and HeMLNs on more complex data sets, with disparate data
types and greater number of layers.
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